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The centerpiece of the In-Plant Reliability Data (IPRD) program
is a nuclear power plant component data base developed from corrective
maintenance records. The primaiy objective of this program is to
establish a comprehensive source of information for reliability analyses,
including the compilation of maintenance histories for failure statistics.
The IPRD program is currently a pilot effort that has 36 reactor-years
of data on pumps, valves, diesel generators, batteries, battery chargers
and inverters from five nuclear plants. The data are collected under
the auspices of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) to certify anonymity of the participating plants, and is funded
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

Purpose _

The purpose of this summary is to describe the potential usefulness
of component maintenance histories in identifying and characterizing
aging effects on important mechanical and electrical components in the
nuclear plant.

An example of a pump maintenance history developed from the In-
Plant Reliability Data System (IPRDS) is given. The pump used in this
example is a turbine-driven feedwater pump. In Figure 1, the corrective
maintenance chronology of this feedwater pump is shown and is characterized
by the severity of the individual failures. In this example, the figure
shows the apparent effects of an improved preventative maintenance (PM)
policy on component aging via the decrease in the frequency and severity
of feedwater pump failures that were observed. On closer inspection,
the records reveal that the degraded and catastrophic failures in 1976,
and the first catastrophic failure in 1977, were all related to suction-
side piece parts (e.g., strainer, pressure trip relay, and a sensor-
related isolation valve). It is suggested that the frequency of such
failures diminished as a result of the PM policy.

Frequently, the most useful information in the IPRDS is found in
the narratives describing the failure and the resulting repair actions.
For instance, over twenty-five percent of this pump's maintenance
actions were initiated in response to lubrication problems, typically
incipient in severity, and involving seal leaks or a clogged filter.
Certain ensuing mechanical failures that seem to have resulted from
insufficient lubrication become apparent from a review of the 1978
repair records:



FAILURE SEVERITY:
C - CATASTROPHIC
0 - DEGRADED
1 - INCIPIENT

catastrophic: • component completely

to perform its function;

degraded: component operates at le«* than

performance specification;

incipient: component perform* within its

design range but exhibits characteristics

that, left unchecked, would develop to a

more severe condition.
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PLANT INITIATED AN IMPROVED
PftEVENTATlVE MAINTENANCE POLICY
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Figure 1 - li.xaiii|>lu of "Fuilure Signature" of Ftiedwacer Pump In One Plant
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5/78 - turning £ear won't engage, cn;;â tnient nrni
pin sheared off;

6/78 - air cylinder operator shaft bent, new stem,
piston and "O"-ring installed;

12/78 - turning gear won't disengage, rebuild piston.

In addition, this pump suffered in its earlier years from a variety of
incipient, corrosion and erosion-related problems, as well as vibration-
related failures involving loose fasteners, casing cracks, and weld
cracks. As seen in the failure history, incipient failures can provide
evidence of degradation mechanisms and may yield forewarning of more
severe problems.

We concede that much more information in the form of design details
and maintenance practices is necessary to. provide the microscopic, in-
depth analysis that is needed for a complete assessment of aging. While
the concept of the pump "envelope" (pump, driver, local valves, etc.)
may be appropriate for reliability studies such as this data base was
targeted for, we recognize that individual failed sub-parts must be
scrutinized separately for aging studies. In efforts to broaden this
understanding of the maintenance information, the IPRDS program is also
collecting plant-specific component operating information such as
operator logs, surveillance testing schedules and test results, and pre-
ventative maintenance schedules and techniques. Coupled with the
chronological plots of component corrective maintenance histories, an
interrelationship can be identified and analyzed. Highlights of this
can be used to illustrate effectiveness of preventative maintenance
programs, to discover recurring mismaintenance, and to assist in iden-
tifying critical safety-related or availability problem areas. The
example of potential aging information being gleaned from the mainte-
nance history of this pump was somewhat superficial. However we feel it
demonstrates a technique that has not been widely used heretofore, and
can offer much insight in emerging aging analyses.

The documentation of failure histories in the IPRD system permits
some generalities to be stated about the quality and quantity of useful
aging information in maintenance histories:

o The source of information is the actual in-plant
maintenance records which are written by plant personnel
to meet the detail requirements cf the maintenance
department and do not reflect an artificial information
generation system;



o Both safety and balance-of-plant equipment. '.»•.
be compared using inforinaLion from pi.ml KMIMSLI :J.J:
records which permits comparison of similar i .r^ns
in different operating environments and differeuL
components in similar environments to characterize acm.-il
aging effects;

o Other nuclear data sources in the U.S. do not
include incipient failures in their bases although
MiO% of all corrective maintenance actions are for
incipient failures.

s- In conclusion, the mitigation of aging effects and identification
of means to prevent premature aging of specific components may permit
the nuclear industry to improve availability in the near term and extend
the useful and profitable lifetime of existing plants.
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